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Abstract. In this paper we show how an exploratory search process,
specifically the Preference-enriched Faceted Search (PFS) process, can
be enriched for exploring datasets that also contain geographic informa-
tion. In the introduced extension, that we call PFSgeo, the objects can
have geographical coordinates, the interaction model is extended, and
the web-interface is enriched with a map which the user can use for in-
specting and restricting his focus, as well as for expressing preferences.
Preference inheritance is supported as well as an automatic scope-based
resolution of conflicts. We detail the implementation of the interaction
model, elaborate on performance and report the positive results of a
task-based evaluation with users. The value of PFSgeo is that it provides
a generic and interactive method for aiding users to select the desired
option(s) among a set of options that are described by several attributes
including geographical ones, and it is the first model that supports map-
based preferences.

Keywords: RDF and geospatial data; faceted search; exploratory search;
preferences; map visualization;

1 Introduction

A plethora of datasets contain geographic information and there are several ap-
proaches that combine Linked Data1 and spatial data, create virtual geospatial
RDF graphs on top of geographical databases [4] or use well-established existing
controlled vocabularies (thesauri) and ontologies to enhance metadata docu-
ments with synonyms and translated terms, as well as location names for an
improved discovery and linked-data eligibility using bounding box or text-based
search [21]. For example, LinkedGeoData2 is an effort to add a spatial dimension
to the Web of Data / Semantic Web. LinkedGeoData uses the information col-
lected by the OpenStreetMap3 project and makes it available as an RDF dataset
according to the Linked Data principles. Similar to this, GeoLinkedData [9] is an
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open initiative of the Ontology Engineering Group (OEG) whose aim is to enrich
the Web of Data with Spanish geospatial data. Moreover, there are works such as
GeoNames that provides a geographical database available and accessible under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License, containing over 10 million geograph-
ical names corresponding to over 9 million unique features [19]. Great Britain’s
national mapping agency, Ordnance Survey4, has been the first national mapping
agency committed to make publicly available various kinds of geospatial data
from Great Britain as open Linked Data. Similar to this, data.geohive.ie5 aims
to provide an authoritative platform for serving Ireland’s national geospatial
data including Linked Data. Consequently there is a need for generic, flexible
and interactive methods that allow users to explore such datasets and get an
overview of the results on the map which is the most prominent technique in
various domain-specific commercial platforms (e.g. Booking.com, Airbnb etc.).

Faceted search [12] is the more prominent technique in e-commerce and
tourism services, and has been generalized also for RDF datasets (see [17] for a
survey). The enrichment of faceted search with preferences, hereafter Preference-
enriched Faceted Search [18], for short PFS, has been proven useful for recall-
oriented information needs, because such needs involve decision making that can
benefit from the gradual interaction and expression of preferences. PFS supports
user clicks that correspond to either hard or soft constraints. The first kind cor-
responds to the actions of the classical faceted search where the user can restrict
(i.e. filter) his focus gradually while getting an overview of the information space
(just like in Booking.com). The second kind of actions corresponds to actions
that specify preferences that rank accordingly the information space, e.g. a user
can say that 2-star is the most preferred category and this statement will rank
first the 2-star hotels but will not vanish the rest. The distinctive features of PFS
is that it allows expressing preferences over attributes whose values can be hi-
erarchically organized (and/or multi-valued), it supports preference inheritance,
and it offers scope-based rules for resolving automatically the conflicts that may
arise. As a result the user is able to restrict his current focus through the faceted
interaction scheme (hard constraints) that lead to non-empty results, and rank
the objects of his focus according to preference (soft constraints). Recently, PFS
has been used in various domains, e.g. for offering a flexible process for the iden-
tification of fish species [16], as well as a Voting Advice Application [15].
However the plain PFS does not exploit the geographical aspect(s) of the data.
To tackle this requirement, in this paper we introduce PFSgeo, an extension of
PFS appropriate for exploring datasets with objects that have spatial coordi-
nates. Consider a small information base comprising information about hotel
rooms where each room is described by various attributes (e.g. location, stars,
room type, price, accessories, address, etc) including two spatial attributes, i.e.
Longitude and Latitude. The Longitude-Latitude pair defines a point on the
map. We adopt the coordinate system that is used by Google Maps (i.e. the
WGS84 standard). For example, the way these two attributes are represented,
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as well as the coordinates of one hotel, are shown in the corresponding RDF in
the TURTLE serialization format:
@prefix hippalus: <http://ics.forth.gr/isl/hippalus/#> .

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

@@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .

@@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

...

hippalus:Longitude a rdf:Property ;

rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus Id ;

rdfs:range xsd:float .

hippalus:Latitude a rdf:Property ;

rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus Id ;

rdfs:range xsd:float .

...

hippalus:Lato Boutique Hotel

a hippalus:hippalusID ;

hippalus:Latitude ’’35.341751’’ ^^xsd:float ;

hippalus:Longitude ’’25.136610’’ ^^xsd:float .

The extension of PFS for geographical data raised several issues and chal-
lenges including (a) how to come up with an intuitive user interface that can be
used easily by casual users, (b) how to avoid cluttering the map with too many
objects, and how to make evident the rank of these objects on the map, and
(c) how to distribute the required computational tasks to the server-side and
external sources (map APIs) for achieving good performance.

We introduce PFSgeo an extension of PFS that offers the ability (a) to show
the corresponding objects on a map, and (b) to use the map for restricting the
information space and/or expressing preferences (by selecting an area of the map
and then issuing a statement). To grasp the idea, consider the simple scenario
shown in Fig. 1 where the user has zoomed over the area of interest and has
already expressed (through the facet exploration panel in the left) as most pre-
ferred the 2-star hotels amongst other actions. The updated hotels are shown not
only as a list of textual entries in the upper half of the central part of the screen
(where we can see three buckets of hotels based on the actions of this scenario),
but also as markers on the map. The labels on the markers indicate the prefer-
ence order, e.g. the label “Rank1” on a marker indicates the existence of a hotel
in the first bucket, while the number on a cluster of markers (markerclusterer)
indicates how many markers this cluster contains. PFS supports preference in-
heritance in facets with hierarchically organized values and a scope-based method
for automatically resolving conflicts. The motivation is that it is very common
(and practical) also in natural language to state something general and then to
provide the exceptions. Indeed, this makes sense also in the geographic domain
as it can offer flexibility which is evident also from the following example: Con-
sider a user that prefers hotels in the broader area of Heraklion city but not in
the area of the city center because it might be noisy there. To this end he could
issue the following actions b1, b2:



Fig. 1. A simple case scenario of exploration using both the facet exploration
panel in the left and shapes over the map.

b1: BEST x1,y1,x2,y2 // broader area of Heraklion city

b2: WORST x1’,y1’,x2’,y2’ // Heraklion city center

assuming that the first four coordinates capture the entire city of Heraklion,
while those of b2 capture only a subarea (city center). Notice that the area of b2
is included in the area of b1, as shown in Fig. 2, therefore the produced ranking
should have first all hotels of Heraklion except those in the subarea (rank 1),
followed by those not in Heraklion (rank 2), and finally those in the city centre
(rank 3). In general the user through left and right clicks can gradually formulate
complex restrictions and rankings based on statements expressed over the facet
values and the map (in any order). For example, the user can gradually (and
without having to type anything) can express information needs like: “hotels in
Heraklion with price less than 90 Euros per night and free wifi while preferring
(a) 2-star hotels, (b) the areas that I have marked on the map, (c) tennis than
basketball facilities”. In a nutshell the key contributions of this paper are: (a)
it is the first work about exploratory search with preferences over geographical
data that supports preference inheritance and automatic resolution of preference
conflicts, (b) it details an implementation of the model in the context of a publicly
accessible prototype that supports PFS and uses Google Maps, (c) it reports
experimental results regarding performance and scalability, and (d) it reports
the results of a task-based evaluation with users.

The introduced approach can be applied over RDF data, over the results
of SPARQL queries, or over flat-structured files after a transformation to RDF.
The proposed interaction can be very useful in e-commerce applications and geo-
related services (e.g. in tourism). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. At
first we describe background and related work, then we describe the approach



Fig. 2. Auto conflict resolution of preferences over intersected areas.

and its implementation and finally we report experimental results about the
performance and a task-based evaluation with users. Finally, we conclude and
identify issues that are worth further research. A video demonstrating the PFS
interaction model as implemented by the web system Hippalus (without maps)
is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cah-z7KmlXc while a video
of PFSgeo (demonstrating PFS with maps) is available at https://youtu.be/

h7Ov5QXajYM.

2 Related Work and Novelty

There are several works in the database world that provide a preference based
ranking of spatial data, e.g. [22, 11, 1] study a number of algorithms and indexes
for top-k spatial preference queries that rank spatial objects based on qualities of
features in their spatial neighbourhood. Other works like GEORank [3] provide
a location-aware and temporal ranking of news according to user’s current or a
fixed location set in the user profile. In GeoRank, this location is static, hence
they do not provide exploration services which is the focus of our work. Efforts
such as 3cixty [14], deal with the process of building comprehensive knowledge
bases that contain spatial data about events and activities of cities, collected
from numerous local and global data providers.

As regards systems that support exploratory search, the system Facete [13]
provides faceted search over data that contain geographic information. Mappify
[8] is a web application to create map views displaying concept based points of
interest. Providing faceted exploration capabilities, Mappify allows one to define
custom concepts on a SPARQL endpoint. In comparison to Facete or Mappify,
we do not use maps just for displaying objects; the user can use the map also
for restricting the objects (by selecting the desired area) and also for defining
his/her preferences (by selecting preferred or non preferred areas). Furthermore
at any point the user is free to issue an action through the map or through the
non geographical facets.

In brief, and to the best of our knowledge, PFSgeo is the first work about ex-
ploratory search with preferences and geographic information. It uses geograph-
ical maps not only for displaying the focus objects during the interaction (as in



previous works and systems), but also as an input method. Moreover it supports
preference inheritance in the hierarchies and a scope-based method for automat-
ically resolving conflicts in the geographic domain based on inference. Table 1,
categorizes the aforementioned frameworks and commercial booking/real estate
platforms (Booking.com, Airbnb, rightmove.co.uk) and PFSgeo, according to
various aspects like Faceted restriction, Preferences, display of focus on the map,
shape-based (map) restriction and preferences.

Table 1. Related approaches and comparison with PFSgeo.
Research Prototypes Commercial platforms PFSgeo

Feature Facete GEORank Booking.com Airbnb Rightmove PFSgeo

Faceted restrictions X - X X X X
Preferences - - - - - X
Display of focus on map X X X X X X
Shape-based (map) restrictions - - - - X X
Shape-based (map) preferences - - - - - X

3 The PFSgeo Approach

3.1 Extensions of the Language of PFS

Note that PFS offers actions that allow the user to order facets, values, and
objects using best, worst, preferTo actions (i.e. relative preferences), aroundTo
actions (over a specific value), or actions that order them lexicographically, or
based on their values or count values. Furthermore, the user is able to compose
object related preference actions, using Priority, Pareto, Pareto Optimal (i.e.
skyline) and other. To realize PFSgeo we extended the language described in [18]
with actions that have spatial scope. Based on the current implementation, the
user’s actions when interacting with the map is BEST and WORST, in contrast
to the typical exploration paradigm of PFS that also supports other actions such
as preferTo. The latter kind of actions would be difficult to be expressed over the
map. We extended the PFS grammar with geo-anchored actions and we adapted
accordingly the algorithms so that geo-anchored actions can be combined with
actions over the rest facets. In the syntax ”geo” denotes something with a spatial
representation, e.g. rectangle, polygon, circle or point (our prototype focuses
on rectangles for the time being). For example the extension of the syntax for
expressing an action ”BEST lat1, lon1, lat2, lon2” for a rectangle specified by
the coordinates of its bottom-left and upper-right corners, expressed according
to WGS846 standard, has the following form:

object order: geo rectangle [(lat1,lon1),(lat2,lon2)] best

3.2 Extensions of the System Hippalus

Then we extended Hippalus7 which is a publicly accessible web system that im-
plements the PFS interaction model. The information base that feeds Hippalus

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World Geodetic System
7 http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/Hippalus/



is represented in RDFS8 (using a schema adequate for representing objects de-
scribed according to dimensions with hierarchically organized values). We have
implemented a tool called HDT (Hippalus Data Transformer) that transforms
CSV files as well as the results of SELECT SPARQL results to an RDF file that
is directly loadable by Hippalus. The values of an attribute can be hierarchi-
cally organized, and set-valued attributes are supported. The entire process is
sketched in Fig. 3. For loading and querying such files, Hippalus uses Jena9, a

Fig. 3. The process for selecting and transforming data for being loadable by
Hippalus.

framework for building Semantic Web applications. Hippalus offers a web inter-
face for Faceted Search enriched with preference actions offered through HTML 5
context menus10. The performed actions are internally translated to statements
of the preference language described in [18], and are then sent to the server
through HTTP requests. The server analyzes them, using the language’s parser,
and checks their validity. If valid, they are passed to the appropriate preference
algorithm. Finally, the respective preference bucket order is computed and the
ranked list of objects according to preference, is sent to the user’s browser.

For supporting PFSgeo, apart from extending the language, we extended
Hippalus with Google Maps. We used libraries of Google Maps JavaScript API,
specifically the drawingManager Library11 which provides a graphical interface
for drawing shapes such as rectangles, and the Geometry Library11 that offers
utility functions for computations involving polygons and polylines e.g. for get-
ting the markers within a shape. Fig. 4 shows the new architecture that shows
how Google Maps are involved as well as the extensions that were made at the
server-side. For tackling cases where there are too many objects which are very
close, the system implements the MarkerClusterer v312, which allows the display
of multiple GEO locations as a labeled cluster. This cluster is basically a united
marker indicating the number of the containing single markers within this area.
The combined use of Google Map and MarkerClusterer allows the system to
update the displayed results both on demand or on the fly. Both restrictions

8 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
9 http://jena.apache.org/

10 Available only to firefox 8 and up.
11 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/reference
12 https://developers.google.com/maps/articles/toomanymarkers



Fig. 4. Client - Server architecture of Hippalus with geo-extension.

and preferences over geographical data are possible through a pop-up menu,
using the right click after a shape selection. As regards preferences, the user
can issue either BEST or WORST preference actions. Each action is translated
into a HTTP POST request method to Hippalus server using the JSON data-
interchange format. This object contains the long-lat pair of the markers within
this area, given by Google Maps JavaScript API V3.

3.3 Algorithmic Perspective

The algorithmic perspective concerns how restriction and preference actions are
managed efficiently in case these actions have been issued through the map.
We have identified two methods that we shall describe through an example.
Without loss of generality, let’s assume that the user selects an area in the map
through a rectangular shape, defined by its coordinates as described previously
and through right click he selects one option, say BEST .
Method 1. In this method at first (and at client-side, i.e. browser-side) we find
the hotel markers that fall in selected area of the map (by issuing a call to Google
Maps). Suppose that these markers correspond to a set of k hotels denoted by
Hshape = {h1, . . . , hk}. Then the browser sends to the (Hippalus) server a set
of preference actions, specifically |Hshape| in number BEST actions, i.e. the
following set of actions: { BEST h | h ∈ Hshape}. According to Method 1
Longitude and Latitude are treated as ordinary facets from the server-side. As
we shall see in the section with the experiments, Method 1 proved inefficient for
preference actions issued through the map. The first reason is that a lot of data
are sent to the server. The second reason is that the complexity of the algorithm
for preference-based ranking (as proposed in [18]) that runs on the server side
of Hippalus, has time complexity O(|A||B|2) where A is the set of objects in the
focus, and B is the number of preference actions. The algorithm is also given be-
low in Alg. 1, adapted to our context. It follows that by increasing the number of



actions (e.g. in our example although the user issued 1 BEST action, the server
received |Hshape| in number BEST actions) we actually affect negatively the
performance of the algorithm. This is the motivation for Method 2.
Method 2. This method follows a different approach that is better aligned
with the PFS and its algorithms. The key point is that instead of sending to
the server the set of actions { BEST h | h ∈ Hshape} we sent just one action:
BEST x1, y1, x2, y2 and this is the motivation for extending the language of [18]
with actions that have geographical anchors (as mentioned in Subsection 3.1).
We can already see the benefits: less data have to be transferred and smaller
|B|, thus faster production of the ranked list. It is also worth noting that the
extension of the language with such actions does not require changing the core
algorithms of [18] since that framework already captures actions with scope (for
supporting preference inheritance in facets with hierarchically organized values).
In our case the scope is spatial. Moreover, the scope-based method for automat-
ically resolving conflicts makes sense also in the geographic domain as explained
in the introductory section. Note that in the geographical context an action b
is narrower than a b′, denoted by b v b′, if and only if the area of b defined by
(x1, y1, x2, y2) is included in the area of b′ defined by (x1′, y1′, x2′, y2′). Since
we use the rectangle shape as a proof of concept, it is not hard to see that this
holds if (x1 ≥ x1′) ∧ (y1 ≥ y1′) ∧ (x2 ≤ x2′) ∧ (y2 ≤ y2′) and this is actually
how CheckSubScopeOf (of Alg. 1) has to be implemented for working over pref-
erence actions anchored to geographical areas. It follows that the geographical
areas do not add any cost in the computation of (B,v).

The second part of the algorithm computes the active scope of each b ∈ B. In
our case the active scope of an action b, is defined by excluding from the area of
b all areas that are narrower than b. To implement this part of the algorithm we
need to adapt IsInScope(e, b) for our case. This function should return True if
e belongs to the area of b. Obviously this can be decided very fast, since a point
(x, y) falls in the area defined by (x1, y1, x2, y2) iff (x1 ≤ x ≤ x2)∧(y1 ≤ y ≤ y2).
Subsequently we use the active scopes, that we have just computed, for extend-
ing B to a set B′, specifically for an action b = BEST (x1, y1, x2, y2) ∈ B, we
add to B′ the following set of actions: { BEST h | h ∈ ActiveScope[b]}

The third part the algorithm just parses the set B′ in order to get the sets
Be, Wo, i.e. collecting those hotels with BEST and those with WORST and
then produces the ranked hotels by topological sorting over the graph that con-
tains the following preference relationships {e � e′ | e ∈ Be, e′ ∈ Wo} This is
all that is required for producing the preference-based ranking of hotels.

As noted, conflict resolution based on scope is supported. However, it is pos-
sible to have two actions, e.g. one BEST and one WORST, over two overlapping
areas. In that case none of these actions is narrower than another. If there is not
any object (hotel in our case) that falls in the intersection of these areas, then
this conflict does not have any impact on ranking of objects. If however, one or
more objects belong to the intersection of the overlapping areas, then we have
a non-resolvable conflict. In that case, the algorithm prevents cyclic preferences
and produces the bucket order up to the objects that have the conflict.



Another important (for scalability) characteristic of the algorithm is that it
never computes the entire scope of any action, i.e. its scope in the entire in-
formation base. Instead, it checks whether the elements of the current focus E
belong to the scopes of issued actions. This means that its computational com-
plexity does not depend on |Obj|, but on E (where E ⊆ Obj) which we can
assume that is not big because the user applies preferences after he has focused
on a smaller set of objects. The same is true for restrictions performed through
the map. Furthermore, it is not useful (for the user) to show on the map more
than a few hundreds objects (since the markers would clutter the space). For
this reason, only if the focus is less than a configurable threshold (say 100) it is
useful to show the objects on the map and rank them according to the issued
preference actions. The algorithms can handle this load since for producing the
preference-based ranking for foci of even 1,000 objects takes less than 3 seconds.

Algorithm 1 AlgClearOpt(E, B)
Input: the set of elements E, the set of actions B
Output: a bucket order over E

1: /** Part (1): Computation of (B,v) where v orders actions according to their
scope*/

2: V isited← ∅
3: Rv ← ∅ . Rv corresponds to v
4: for each b ∈ B do
5: for each b′ ∈ B \ V isited do
6: if CheckSubScopeOf(b, b′) then . if the scope of b is included in the

scope of b′

7: Rv ← Rv ∪ {(b v b′)}
8: else if CheckSubScopeOf(b′, b) then
9: Rv ← Rv ∪ {(b′ v b)}

10: end if
11: V isited← V isited ∪ {b}
12: end for
13: end for
14: /** Part (2): Efficient Computation of Active Scopes */
15: for each b ∈ B do
16: C(b)← direct children of b wrt Rv
17: ActiveScope[b] ← {e ∈ E | IsInScope(e, b)∧
18: (∀c ∈ C(b) it holds IsInScope(e, c) = False)}
19: end for
20: /** Part (3): Derivation of the final bucket order */
21: Use the active scopes to expand the set of actions B to a set of actions B′

22: (Be,Wo) ← Parse(B′) . Be the best, Wo the worst
23: Sort the elements of E by applying topological sorting over the Be-Wo graph.
24: return the produced bucket order of E



4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Testing Scalability

Information Base. We used a synthetically produced dataset with information
about hotels in the region of the Crete island where each hotel is represented
by various attributes (as described in the introductory section). Two main sce-
narios were designed each having the objective to measure the performance of
the system over geo data. Each scenario is essentially a sequence of requests
that simulates a user that interacts with the system using the map. To conduct
the experiments, we used a laptop PC (dual-core 1.8 GHz CPU, 6 GB of main
memory) that deployed PFSgeo locally. The First Scenario concerns restric-
tions using the map, i.e. it simulates a user that issues multi restriction actions
using a shape. The Second Scenario concerns preferences using the map, i.e.
it simulates a user that issues preference actions using a shape. We used the
following datasets: a) Dataset 1 containing 1,000 hotels, b) Dataset 2 containing
5,000 hotels and c) Dataset 3 containing 20,000 hotels.

(a) Action of user 1 to 4. (b) Action of user 5 and 6.

(c) Action of user 7 and 8. (d) Action of user 9.

Fig. 5. The simulated different user’s actions for preferences and restrictions.

Simulation. The simulation platform considers the area and the information
base described previously. In order to evaluate the system’s performance we ap-
ply the scenarios on predefined shapes on the map that include a set of markers.
The number of markers differs depending on the size of the dataset. In each
of these two scenarios we issue 10 requests from 9 different (simulated) users.
For this reason we have created 9 different non-intersecting shapes within the
boundaries of the simulation area, as shown in Fig. 5. The division of the area
ensures that any possible subarea will contain markers, while the sequence sim-
ulates a user that issues actions with gradually bigger shapes, meaning that the



corresponding load becomes heavier since more instances have to be passed as
parameters. Note that in shape 9 the user issues an action over all instances
of the dataset. Each shape is represented by the action of the respective user
accordingly. We should mention that a restriction action based on intersecting
shapes, say a shape A and a shape B, eventually has the same outcome as the
restriction action using as shape the intersection A ∩B.

4.2 Analysis of the Performance

Standalone Experiment Results. The analysis aims to evaluate the perfor-
mance by measuring the delay that a user experiences (note that the delay while
exploring a geo dataset should not overcome the user’s tolerance [7]). To this
end, we introduce the following metrics:

– initTime: this is the time the user experiences for loading the instances on
startup and for displaying them on the map.

– restriction time-1st scenario: this is the total response delay for restrict-
ing the focus using a multi restriction query.

– preference time-2nd scenario: this is the total response delay when the
user issues a preference query using a shape.

Based on the current implementation these metrics do not concern only the
management of the geographic information, in the sense that during the ex-
ploration of a spatial dataset, initTime, restriction time and preference time
are affected not only by the geo aspect but also by the various delays of Hip-
palus. Specifically, both restriction time and preference time include the
time required for ”updateHierarchy” and ”updateHistory” which is the total
time required to update the facet-values and history displays, as well as, ”get-
GeoLocations” and ”updateInstances” which is the total required time to get the
locations from Hippalus server and the time to create-update the markers on the
map and update the instances in buckets. The reported times include the time
required for rendering the map using third party APIs calls, i.e. Google Maps.

As regards the results, as we can see in Fig. 6a the average init time for
datasets with 20,000 instances is 1.8 seconds. Figures 6b, 6c and 6d show the
results of the restrictions for Dataset 1, Dataset 2 and Dataset 3.

4.3 Comparative Experimental Results

Here we report experimental results for comparing Method 1 with Method 2.
Notice that for more than 1,000 instances the system with Method 2 has an
average preference time of 2.8 sec in contrast to the 98.4 sec of the system with
Method 1, i.e. this method is one order of magnitude faster than the previous one
(specifically 35 times faster). To this respect, Fig. 7a presents a comparison of
those 2 methods regarding the preference action of the users, for the Dataset 1.
Finally, Fig. 7b shows the average query time for 10 requests that get served by
the system for each of the three metrics for all datasets, where Table 2 shows the
results of the preference action of Method 2 compared to Method 1. Regarding
the Method 1 note that for datasets 2 and 3 the system could not respond and
terminated with a timeout error.



(a) Average init time over the 3 datasets. (b) Average restriction times of Dataset
1 for each standalone user.

(c) Average restriction times of Dataset
2 for each standalone user.

(d) Average restriction times of Dataset
3 for each standalone user.

Fig. 6. Init times and restriction times using Method 1.

(a) Average preference times of Dataset
1 for each standalone user(Method 1 com-
pared to Method 2).

(b) Average times for the 3 metrics of 3
datasets for all users.

Fig. 7



Table 2. Average preference times of the simulated users over the 3 datasets
(Method 1 comparing to Method 2 ).

Method 1 Method 2
Actions Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3
User1 9,794 ms (timeout) (timeout) 1,880 ms 7,868 ms 14,792 ms
User2 14,265 ms (timeout) (timeout) 1,925 ms 8,343 ms 51,608 ms
User3 12,469 ms (timeout) (timeout) 1,637 ms 8,932 ms 51,403 ms
User4 11,018 ms (timeout) (timeout) 1,484 ms 8,569 ms 53,232 ms
User5 33,871 ms (timeout) (timeout) 3,007 ms 14,424 ms 2,396 ms
User6 58,785 ms (timeout) (timeout) 2,774 ms 15,211 ms 82,511 ms
User7 114,007 ms (timeout) (timeout) 3,709 ms 15,484 ms 47,586 ms
User8 108,983 ms (timeout) (timeout) 3,240 ms 15,684 ms 103,110 ms
User9 522,978 ms (timeout) (timeout) 5,682 ms 27,535 ms 137,783 ms

5 Evaluation with Users

Although Hippalus has been evaluated positively by users in various contexts
(the interested reader can refer to [16, 15]), since the extension with maps is
novel, we conducted a comparative task-based evaluation in which users would
have to explore and express their preferences and/or restrictions using both UIs
(with and without maps). We prepared some tasks and asked the participants
to carry them out. The tasks are based on the following general scenario: You
are planning to stay in a hotel either for vacations or for a business trip in a
specific area. You want to discover hotels in that area, however you do not have
any a-priori knowledge about the location names in that area. You have at your
disposal a set of restrictions (e.g. price, stars, facilities) but you cannot apply a
restriction based on location name because you do not have such knowledge.

5.1 Preparation

Purpose. Our objective was to investigate whether even in a small dataset, with
only 20 hotels, the map extension would make search more effective and users
more satisfied with the interaction. We distinguish two different UIs:

a Classical model of PFS interaction model UI1
b PFS exploration using the map both as visualization and input for the set

of the users actions UI2

The different UIs can be selected by the user using the display options menu as
shown in the video tutorial. The default view is “Text and Map” which displays
the information space both as textual and map-based representation. The eval-
uation performed for both UIs in order to extract the users’ satisfaction level
and exploit any possible problems and difficulties.
Training. We created a Google form and we invited all the candidate partic-
ipants to fill it in. Initially, the users were asked to watch two video tutorials:
one demonstrating Hippalus without maps (the video is available at https:

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cah-z7KmlXc) and one demonstrating Hippalus
with maps (the video is available at https://youtu.be/h7Ov5QXajYM).
Participants. According to [20, 6, 10] Jakob Nielsen proposed that for a single



usability test, 10 participants are enough for revealing severe usability problems.
However since we are not interested only in usability problems we decided to in-
volve more users. In total 20 persons participated, (75% male and 25% female),
with various age groups (20% were between the ages of 20 and 25, 65% were
between the ages of 25 and 30, 5% were between the ages of 30 and 35, while
10% were 35 and over) and various professions (65% CS-related employees, 20%
researchers and the rest 15% were other). The evaluation started on March 10
and ended on April 6 of 2017.
Tasks. We asked the users to explore a dataset of Hotels (containing various
information as in Booking.com) first without map and then with map, and carry
out a sequence of basic tasks, including restrictions and expressions of prefer-
ences, as shown in Table 3. Note that we have 4 different tasks for each of the two
different UIs (IDs a,b) which eventually gives a total number of 8. In each task
the user had to provide the name of a single hotel (for tasks 2 and 3), two hotels
(for tasks 1 and 4) or “none” (if no answer can be given) as possible answers.
For example, for the task find the hotels that are closer to the sea it makes sense
to assume that this could be a subjective issue since the statement “closer” in
terms of distance may differ according to user’s perspective. To this respect, we
count every hotel name as correct whereas we only deemed the “none” answer
as mistaken, since the objective of this evaluation was to evaluate the usability
of the system, using the System Usability Score (SUS) [2]. For this reason, we
asked the users at the end to rate each system using the following scale 〈Useless,
Not Useful, Neutral, Useful, Very Useful 〉, and state which of these they prefer.
Results. As shown in Table 4, 98.75% of the participants managed to find a
hotel using the PFSgeo, in contrast to 78.75% of plain PFS. In the overall rating,
shown in Fig. 9, we can see that 50% of the participants rated the system Very
Useful and 40% Useful, hence in total 90% of the participants were positive. Note
that only 15% of the participants rated the PFS Hippalus Very Useful. It is also
interesting to note that that 85% of the participants stated that they prefer the
PFSgeo over the PFS Hippalus (Fig. 9b). In terms of statistical significance, the
exact (Clopper-Pearson) 95% Confidence Interval is (62%, 97%) indicating that
the PFSgeo is strongly preferred by the users over the Hippalus.

Fig. 8. PFSgeo vs Hippalus.

Table 4. Number of wrong answers in
the evaluation with users.

Task Id PFSgeo PFS

1 0/20 5/20
2 1/20 4/20
3 0/20 2/20
4 0/20 6/20



Table 3. Tasks Description for user evaluation over the two UIs.
ID Task Description

a1, b1 You are interested in “3-star” Hotels in “Heraklion”, and you prefer these
which are close to the sea. Browse the system and give the 2 hotels that
you prefer most.

a2, b2 You would like to visit the “Archaeological Museum of Heraklion” (lo-
cated in the center of the city). Find the hotel that is closer to this
museum and prefer the most economical.

a3, b3 You would like to find a hotel in Heraklion with Price range “49-99” as
BEST but you do not prefer those close to the sea. Use the system and
provide one such hotel.

a4, b4 You are interested in “3-star” Hotels in Crete but you do not like hotels
located in cities (Heraklion) unless they are close to a sightseeing (Ar-
chaeological Museum). Use the system and return the two more preferred
hotels.

(a) Overall rating of PFSgeo. (b) Overall rating of Hippalus.

Fig. 9. Overall ratings of PFSgeo and Hippalus.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we showed how a model for exploratory search, the Preference-
enriched Faceted Search (PFS), can be enriched for being appropriate for ex-
ploring datasets that contain geographical information. The extended model,
that we call PFSgeo, uses geographical maps not only for displaying the objects
of the focus during the interaction (as in previous works and systems), but also as
an input means for restricting the focus and for defining preferences. We should
also stress that the proposed framework supports preference inheritance in the
hierarchies and a scope-based method for automatically resolving conflicts. Sub-
sequently we presented an implementation of the proposed model as an extension
of the system Hippalus. Since there is not any system that supports PFS over
datasets with geographic information the challenging task is how to support this
interaction for big datasets. For foci that contain large amounts of objects (which
is expected in the context of exploratory search), we support marker clustering
to avoid cluttering the map. Finally we elaborated on performance issues and
we provided measurements over synthetically produced datasets about hotels.



Based on this analysis, we identified those tasks that affect the scalability of the
approach, and proposed methods that can be used for improving the efficiency of
the approach. The user evaluation highlighted that when exploring datasets with
geo aspect the functionality of the map is a very promising direction regarding
the usability of the system. Overall 90% of the participants rated PFSgeo very
positive (50% as Very Useful and 40% as Useful) and 98.75% of the total tasks
were completed successfully.
Since this is the first work on extending Preference-enriched Faceted Search for
geographical data, there are several directions that are worth further research.
For instance, the current implementation supports only one geographical facet,
however more than one are required for various kinds of objects (e.g. flights
have two geographical facets “from” and “to”). Moreover, since a geographical
area is continuous it is worth investigating also radius-based preferences, for
instance if the user selects an point/area and issues a BEST action, then all
objects could be ranked according to their distance to the point/area (e.g. show
me all the restaurants within 20 min driving time around me). For achieving
performance over very big data sets, one could investigate enriching the server-
side with a spatial index (e.g. R-Tree, Quadtree, etc.), or adopting a triplestore
that supports GeoSPARQL. Moreover it is worth investigating extensions of
Triple Pattern Fragments for the geospatial Linked Data (like [5]). For enhanc-
ing applicability it is worth supporting more standards for representing coordi-
nates and geometries. Finally, the interaction model assumes ”single entity type
objects” (according to the taxonomy in [17]), therefore it could be extended
for objects of multiple entity-types. The system Hippalus is publicly accessible
through http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/Hippalus/ (requires Firefox version 8
or higher).
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